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Lifetime Limited Warranty 
Target Guns are covered by a lifetime limited warranty. All parts are covered against 
defects for 12 months and all labor charges are covered for the working life of the unit. 
Contact Tekmar for full warranty information. 

TARGET TG 300 
The TG300 is a high powered gun that blasts out even the toughest screen printing 
inks.  The design of this gun incorporates an exclusive bronze alloy pump that 
ensures long life and maximum efficiency.  The handle is molded from Fiberglass 
reinforced Styrene, to resist breakage. The ergonomic design of the gun distributes 
the weight over the whole hand and wrist, helping to reduce operator fatigue. The 
extra wide container, makes the TG300 more stable and helps eliminate accidental 
breakage. 

It is available with optional Air dryer and Direct Feed Hose attachments. 

110v Item # TG 300  
220-240v Item # TG 300-220 

TARGET TG125 
The TG125 is an affordable gun with deluxe features normally found on guns 
costing twice as much. Included is a fully adjustable nozzle to allow use on 
even the most delicate fabrics with virtual ring-proof cleaning. The TG125 is 
a great gun for removing screen printing smudges and ink marks. It is also 
great for retail stores for removal of dirt, oil and make up. 

The TG125 can be equipped with a Direct Feed and an Air Dryer for 
high-speed spot cleaning.

110v Item # TG125 

220-240v Item # TG125-220 

TARGET TG200 
The TG200 has a super resilient aluminum case with double ground electrical pro-
tection. The high output silicone oscillation motor generates a powerful stream of 
cleaning fluid to flush out the toughest stains and soils. Plain and simple this gun 
is a work horse!! 

Often called “old faithful” the TG200 is an updated version of the all metal classic 
gun design. As with the TG125 and TG300 this gun comes complete with the 
target adjustable nozzle. It is also available with the air dryer and direct feed hose 
attachments. 

110v Item # TG 200 

220-240v Item # TG 200-220
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